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                                           Bridgton  Jany  the 231823

Dear Sister
                                              Three weeks have now elapsed since
firs I entered on the list of pedagogues, probably you may think
me vain when you read the following assertion nor shall
your insinuations of such a fact be denyed; now for the sequil
                                                                                a
had nature favoured me with a musical voice and ^ more
prominent nasal exervessence my name ought perhaps have stood
as high on the catalogue as that of Ichobod Crane or some other 
favoured mortal, but enough of nonsense for the present –––––––
As for my school it is tolerably pleasant the number of  is
variable the averag number however is a bout thirty five 
two or three of which are older than my self for the most
part they behave very well some times they are quite noisy it is
most likely they in the habit of being so at home there is more
anxiety and labour atached to school keeping than I ever before had
[blotch] idea of, I shall be glad when my time is out which will be in
[blotch]week from the commence of it, the school would be more 
pleasant
wer the members more forward in their studies there is but five
with matilions and two passing and two studying the grammer.
The house where I board is ocupied by a old gentleman and his wife
in the one part and in the other by his son and family which consists 
of his wife and four children I board with the old folks they are very 
kind and attentive have but little company  and are them selves 
rathir cultivated.
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Sarah was here last Saturday and visited my school and if she does
accompany this letter home and most likely she will if Mr. C
takes it, she can tell you all about me and my school ––
so as it is a growing dark I will write but little more,
do write me by Ruth’s beau and let me know all about
Home for I wish very much to hear, on Receive my thank
for the good advice your letter contained it should have 
ben answered sooner had time ben [?] tuseday
give my love all the family if you think it will do
them any good it does get so dark I can hardly see
so I must say good night and request you not to share 
this to any one for it is written in haste yours 
                                                                   D S Pierce
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